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Acknowledgments & Additional Resources

• Thanks to Iowa DOT & ICPA for their support of this program
• Special thanks to:

• Eric Ferrebee, ACPA
• Jerod Gross, Snyder and Associates

• A new Tech Brief on Concrete Intersections and Roundabouts is 
coming soon from ACPA

• For now, visit http://wikipave.org
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Acknowledgments & Additional Resources

• NCHRP’s “Guide for Roundabouts” (2023)
• MnDOT Facilities Design Guide, Chapter 6E: Circular 

Intersections
• Working on update to include more concrete-specific factors

• SUDAS Design Manual, Section 5G: “Jointing Concrete 
Roundabouts”

• FHWA Tech Brief FHWA-HIF-20-080: “Jointed Concrete 
Pavement (JCP) Roundabouts” (March 2021)
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Overview

• Roundabout Basics
• Concrete Roundabouts

• Pavement Design
• Joint Layout
• Construction
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Roundabout Basics
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Roundabout Elements

• Traffic yields at entry
• One-way counter-clockwise 

flow around the central island
• Traffic speeds of 15 to 25 mph
• No development or facilities 

within the central island

Image: MnDOT6



Roundabout Statistics

• Construction of roundabouts has increased significantly in the 
U.S. since 2000:

Source: Lee Rodegerdts, Kittelson and Associates

*Note: Decline for ’21 
to ’23 results from lag 
in data collection
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Roundabout Statistics

• Construction of roundabouts has increased significantly in the 
U.S. since 2000:
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Roundabout Statistics

• There are currently about 12,000 roundabouts in the U.S.
• FL has the most roundabouts of any state (1,475 total)
• IA has the 25th-most roundabouts in the U.S. (157 total)
• Roundabout rankings per population:

• NE: 1st (230 total)
• WI: 5th (560 total)
• MN: 7th (505 total)
• IA: 18th

Source: Lee Rodegerdts, Kittelson and Associates9



Why Roundabouts?

• First and foremost: safety
• Roundabouts reduce the 

number of expected crashes 
compared to most other 
intersection types

• Roundabouts significantly 
reduce injury crashes 
compared to nearly all 
intersection types

Source: NCHRP10



Why Roundabouts?

• Roundabouts fit well within 
FHWA’s Safe System approach

• Factors behind crash severity at 
intersections:

• Conflict points
• Vehicle speed
• Collision angle
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Why Roundabouts?

• Conflict points: where paths of different intersection movements 
merge, diverge, or cross

• Single-lane roundabout vs. signalized/stop control:
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8 conflict points

32 conflict points

Image: NCHRP



Why Roundabouts?

• Reducing vehicle speed and manipulating collision angles help 
manage crash kinetic energy

• Goal: keep impacts on the human body at tolerable levels

13 Image: FHWA



Why Roundabouts?

• Other considerations:
• Reduced vehicle delays (context-dependent)
• Spatial requirements
• Costs of construction and maintenance
• Traffic calming
• Ease of U-Turns
• Fuel consumption

14 Image: NCHRP



Roundabout Types

• Single-lane roundabouts
• About 70% of roundabouts in the U.S. are single-lane

15 Image: Kittelson and Associates



Roundabout Types

• Multi-lane roundabouts
• At least 2 lanes in part or all of the circulatory roadway
• Many possible configurations depending on number of entry 

and exit lanes at each leg

16 Images: NCHRP



Roundabout Types

• Mini-roundabouts feature a fully-traversable central island:

17 Image: MnDOT



Considerations for Geometric Design

• Lane configuration
• Design vehicle
• Size, shape and location
• Approach and entry alignments
• Pedestrian and bicycle features
• Vertical alignment
• Landscaping
• Vehicle speed
• Sight distances and visibility
• Vehicle path alignment
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Horizontal Alignment and Design

19 Image: Alfredo Cely, ASCE



Horizontal Alignment and Design

• Inscribed circle diameter (ICD) is measured to outer edge of the 
circulatory roadway

• Use largest diameter for multi-lane roundabouts with varying 
number of lanes within the circulatory roadway

• Design considerations and typical values for ICD:

20 Source: NCHRP



Vertical Alignment and Cross-Section

21 Image: Alfredo Cely, ASCE



Vertical Alignment and Cross-Section

• The circulatory roadway cross-section may also be crowned
• Locate intakes on the interior of the circulatory roadway
• Width of inward/outward slopes may be adjusted based on 

location of longitudinal joints within the circulatory roadway

22 L Image: WisDOT



Vertical Alignment and Cross-Section

23 Image: Alfredo Cely, ASCE



Concrete Pavements for Roundabouts

• Concrete pavements are well-suited to roundabouts in a 
number of ways:

• Accommodate slow turning movements, especially under 
heavy traffic loads

• Minimize future maintenance and disruptions to traffic
• Economical over the long-term (life cycle cost)

• Biggest challenge for concrete roundabouts: the joint layout
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Concrete Roundabouts: Pavement Design
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Concrete Materials and Mixtures

• In general, follow the same materials and mix design 
specifications as any concrete street or roadway

26 Image: NCE



Concrete Materials and Mixtures

• Considerations for roundabout construction:
• Use colored or stamped concrete to help distinguish truck 

aprons and splitter islands from travel lanes
• Adjust the mix as needed to accommodate placement method

• Slipform paving
• Fixed form with screed
• Hand-finished
• Pumping

27 Image: Eric Ferrebee, ACPA



Structural Design

• Pavement thickness design tools/methods
• Follow same procedures as for other streets and roadways:

• SUDAS (AASHTO 1993)
• Pavement Designer
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Structural Design

• Consider cumulative traffic when determining thickness design 
for the physical area of the roundabout:
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Physical Area Functional Area

Where T3 > T2 > T1

Source: Eric Ferrebee, ACPA



Subbases and Subgrades

• Firm, uniform and non-erodible support is essential for long-life 
concrete pavements

• Subbase should be free-draining, but not permeable
• Stable working platform helps expedite construction operations

30 Image: Snyder and Associates



Concrete Roundabouts: Joint Layout
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Jointing Concrete Roundabouts

• Establishing a proper joint layout is one of the biggest design 
challenges for concrete roundabouts

• Tight curvature
• Non-standard slab shapes
• Varying lane widths
• Isolated pavement sections

32 Image: MnDOT



Why Place Joints in Concrete Pavements?

• Concrete begins to shrink shortly after placement
• This volume change is restrained by the underlying 

subbase/subgrade layer, causing tensile stress development

33 Image: ACPA



Why Place Joints in Concrete Pavements?

• At early ages, these tensile stresses will exceed concrete 
strength, causing random cracks to develop in the pavement

• We control early-age cracking by sawing control or contraction 
joints into the pavement

34 Images: Iowa DOT, PCA



Why Place Joints in Concrete Pavements?

• Other reasons to place joints in concrete pavements:
• Divide pavement into construction lanes or 

increments
• Accommodate slab movements
• Provide load transfer with dowel bars
• Provide uniform sealant reservoir

35 Image: Eric Ferrebee, ACPA



Types of Joints

• Primary joint types:
• Contraction
• Construction
• Isolation or Expansion

• Each of these joints can be transverse or longitudinal
• See Iowa DOT PV-101 / SUDAS 7010.101
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Contraction Joints

• Transverse contraction joints: ‘C’ and ‘CD’
• Dowels generally used when pavement ≥ 8 inches thick

• Longitudinal contraction joints: ‘L’

37 Image: ACPA



Construction Joints

• Transverse construction joints:
• ‘DW,’ ‘HT,’ ‘RD’ and ‘RT’

38 Images: ACPA



Construction Joints

• Longitudinal construction joints: ‘BT’ and ‘KT’
• Interchangeable with ‘L’ joints subject to construction sequence

39 Images: ACPA



Isolation or Expansion Joints

• Used to isolate structures within or adjacent to the pavement
• Isolating the circulatory roadway pavement from the legs and 

truck apron helps mitigate cracking potential in roundabouts
• Circulatory roadway is sometimes not isolated from legs
• Isolation joints may be placed at alternative locations
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Joint Layout – Basic Principles

• Basic principles (as best as we can in a roundabout):
• Keep it short
• Keep it uniform
• Keep it perpendicular
• Keep it simple
• Keep it practical

• Be flexible – joint locations can always be adjusted in the field!
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Joint Layout – Basic Principles

• Things to avoid:
• Slab width < 2 ft
• Any slab dimension > 15 ft
• Angles < 60°

• 90° is best
• Use “dog-leg” joints through curve 

radius points
• Creating interior corners
• Irregular shapes

• Keep slabs nearly square or 
rectangular (1.5:1) when possible

42 Images: ACPA



Jointing Concrete Roundabouts

• First: decide on a jointing pattern
• Isolated circle
• Pave-through
• Other

43 Images: ACPA



6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

• From ACPA’s Wikipave: 
• http://wikipave.org/index.php?title=Joint_Layout

• Also covered in SUDAS Design Manual Section 5G-6
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http://wikipave.org/index.php?title=Joint_Layout


6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

1. Draw pavement edges and back-of-curb lines in plan view
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6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

2. Draw all lane lines on the legs and in the circular portion, 
accounting for roundabout type
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• Note the locations of isolation joints



6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

3. Add transverse joints in the circle radiating out from the 
center, keeping mindful of maximum joint spacing
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• Note: transverse joints in the truck apron do not need to match 
joints in the circle, and they do not need to be doweled



6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

4. In the legs, add transverse joints perpendicular to the 
direction of travel where width changes occur
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6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

5. Add transverse joints between those added in Step 4, keeping 
mindful of the maximum joint spacing
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6-Step Method for Jointing a Roundabout

6. Make adjustments for in-pavement objects, fixtures, and to 
eliminate irregular-shaped slabs as much as possible
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Dead-End Joints

• Sometimes dead-end joints will be unavoidable:

51 Images: ACPA



Dead-End Joints

• Strategy to relieve stresses at dead-end joints or T-intersections:

52 Images: ACPA



Dead-End Joints

• Strategy to relieve stresses at dead-end joints or T-intersections:

53 Source: Illinois DOT



Irregular-Shaped Slabs

• Reinforcement can help mitigate potential for cracking at 
irregular-shaped slabs:

54 L Image: NCE, R Image: Rob Golish, MnDOT



Box Out Fixture Details

55 Source: ACPA



Isolated Circle Design

• Overland Park, KS

56 Image: ACPA



Isolated Circle Design

57Image: Snyder and Associates



Isolated Circle Design
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Isolated Circle Design

59Image: Matt Zeller, CPAM



Pave-Through Design

60Image: Snyder and Associates



Mini Roundabout

61 Image: Rob Golish, MnDOT



Pinwheel Joint Layout

• Occasionally used in Wisconsin and Michigan:

62 Image: WisDOT



Alternate Location for Isolation Joints
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Turbo Roundabout

• Fort Riley, KS:

64 L Image: ACPA



Concrete Roundabouts: Construction
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Construction Methods

• Placement method can vary depending on roundabout size, 
maintenance of traffic requirements, project staging, and 
contractor preference

66 Image: Steve Waalkes, MCA



Construction Methods

• Fixed form placements with truss screeds and roller screeds are 
very common and suitable for all kinds of staging plans and 
access constraints

67 Images: ACPA



Construction Methods

• Using a pump to place the concrete can expedite construction 
and help manage access limitations

68 Image: Rob Golish, MnDOT



Construction Methods

• An inner radius ≥ 25 to 30 ft is needed to use a slipform paver
• Can be very efficient and works best with full intersection 

closure and no major access constraints

69 Image: GOMACO



Construction Methods

• Outside of Iowa, curb and gutter are often constructed 
separately and then tied in to the mainline pavement

• Locally, integral curb is much more common
• Curb and gutter staged first on circulatory roadway and legs:

70 Image: ACPA



Construction Methods

• Installation of expansion joint filler during truck apron 
placement:

71 Images: ACPA



Construction Considerations

• Plan stages carefully
• Maintenance of traffic
• Partner with the contractor!

• Develop paving plan
• Pavement widths
• Elevations
• Cross sections

• Make sure joint layout is compatible with staging requirements
• Be flexible – joint locations can always be adjusted in the field
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Construction Considerations

• Staging plan for isolated circle jointing pattern:

73 Image: Matt Zeller, CPAM



Construction Considerations

• Staging plan for pinwheel jointing pattern: 

74 Image: Steve Waalkes, MCA



Construction Considerations

• Maintenance of traffic during construction can be challenging

75 Image: Matt Zeller, CPAM



Construction Considerations

• If an intersection needs to remain in service during construction, 
temporary pavements can prove useful

• Bypass around the intersection:

76 Image: Washington County, MN



Construction Considerations

• If an intersection needs to remain in service during construction, 
temporary pavements can prove useful

• Through interior of intersection:

77 Image: Steve Waalkes, MCA



Construction Considerations

• Important to keep track of planned joint locations during 
construction

78 Image: Steve Waalkes, MCA



Construction Considerations

• Important to keep track of planned joint locations during 
construction

79 Image: ACPA



Construction Considerations

• Be flexible and open to making changes to the jointing plan
• Adapt to issues discovered on-site
• Allow for adjustments to accommodate staging and phasing

• High early strength concrete can be helpful for short window 
closures, but may not be the best tool for new construction
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